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Barbara sit with them; they ate and drank, and enjoyed them-
On such occasions, there is never want of enough to say. Ma-
riana soon took up little Jonathan again, and the old dame turned
the conversation upon Wilhelm's favourite topic. "You were
once telling us/' she said, " about the first exhibition of a puppet-
show on Christmas-eve: I remember you were interrupted, just
as the ballet was going to begin. "We have now the pleasure of
a personal acquaintance with the honourable company by whom
those wonderful effects were brought about."
" 0 yes!" cried Mariana, " do tell us how it all went on, and
how you felt then."
"It is a fine emotion, Mariana," said the youth, "when we
bethink ourselves of old times, and old harmless errors; especially
if this is at a period when we have happily gained some elevation,
from which we can look around us, and survey the path we have
left behind. It is so pleasant to think, with composure and satis-
faction, of many obstacles, which often with painful feelings we
may have regarded as invincible; pleasant to compare what we
now are, with what we then were struggling to become. But I
am happy above others in this matter, that I speak to you about
the past, at a moment when I can also lo.ok forth into the bloom-
ing country, which we are yet to wander through together, hand
in hand."
" But how was it with the ballet ?" said Barbara. " I fear
it did not quite go off as it should have done."
" I assure you," said Wilhelm, " it went off quite well. And
certainly the strange caperings of these Moors and Mooresses,
these shepherds and shepherdesses, these dwarfs and dwarfesses,
will never altogether leave my recollection, while I live. When
the curtain dropped, and the door closed, our little party skipped
away, frolicking as if they had been tipsy, to their beds; for my-
self, however, I remember that I could not go to sleep: still want-
ing to have something told me on the subject, I continued putting
questions to every one, and would hardly let the maid away who
had brought me up to bed.
"Next morning, alas! the magic apparatus had altogether
vanished; the mysterious veil was carried on", the door permitted
us again to go and come through it without obstruction; the mani-
fold adventures ot the evening had passed away, and left no trace
behind. My brothers and sisters were running up and down, with

